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GITHUB

Released for GITHUB on December 14, 2021

In this release, we've added some improvements and bug fixes. We have also validated Exalate on Github

Enterprise and confirmed its compatibility.

In this release

Improvements

GITHUBNODE-255 Confirmed Exalate compatibility with the Github Enterprise

EXACOMP-1086 Made the connected instance clickable

EXACOMP-1352 Added information block about the entity type that will be synced during the Basic

connection creation flow

EXACOMP-1358 Improved placeholder for Private/Public sync flow

EXACOMP-1362 Added a possibility for processing sync events/requests in parallel

EXACOMP-1406 Changed the color of the "Evaluation" label on the License page

EXACOMP-1460 Improved the way Invalid URLs are checked

EXACOMP-1462 Enlarged the dropdowns to contain at least 60 characters

EXACOMP-1471 Added a Refresh button to the Entity Sync Status page

EXACOMP-1489 Added tooltips explaining Private/Public/Local connection meaning

EXACOMP-1511 Fixed the dropdown for the 'Filter entities' screen 

EXACOMP-1391 Changed the title of modal when syncing an issue

EXACOMP-1458 Improved Exalate logs not to raise errors on deleted issues

EXACOMP-1414 Moved "All" entities to the top of the list in Cleanup tools

EXACOMP-1525 Fixed footer on Entity sync status page

Bug fixes

GITHUBNODE-269 - Fixed the issue with not all repos being visible when installing Exalate on an

organization account

GITHUBNODE-276 - Fixed the log in via token issue

EXACOMP-1413 Fixed the issue when it was not possible to insert remote URL during creating a connection

EXACOMP-1421 Fixed the Free Plan license status reporting

EXACOMP-1427 Fixed the issue with the publish button being active while the saving changes process is still

on

EXACOMP-1429 Fixed the license limitation issue

EXACOMP-1473 Fixed the issue with the cursor on the Initiate Connection screen

http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/search?phrase=:GitHub


EXACOMP-1479 Made the latest sync date to show up in the Connection status

EXACOMP-1295 Fixed the alignment of the cards on the License page

EXACOMP-1343 Fixed a CSRF vulnerability 
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